BRINGING THE POWER OF AI TO YOUR INVESTMENTS

Artificial Intelligence.
Real Returns.
iMaps Aiternativ Dynamic is an AI-driven,
automated investment solution for
organizations, financial advisors, and private
investors looking for reliable returns with a
moderated risk profile.

Low Entry Investment Amount
Aiternativ low entry investment amount allows you the
possibility to start with just 1 Unit (1’000 EUR).

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

Providing Unique &
Priceless Experience
With a low entry investment amount and no
lock-in period, Aiternativ is a rewarding
alternative to savings accounts. Easy to
set up and requiring no effort to manage, it
exploits the analytical capabilities of AI to
offer a lucrative asset management service
of unparalleled flexibility and convenience.

Rewarding Savings Alternative
Typical savings accounts produce an ROI of just 5% or less,
with Aiternativ this amount is more than doubled.

Simple, Convenient And Flexible
Aiternativ delivers a simple, flexible and convenient way to
increase yearly ROI to meet the needs of its investors.

OUR ADVANTAGES

Smarter Than Your
Average Bank
Producing consistent returns
of 20% average ROI/year
since 2016 (Back-tested
audited results), Aiternativ
has proven itself a highly
effective investment option.
As a dynamic fin-tech platform,
it unites the full benefits of
AI in finance with strict
management principles in
its investment strategy.

Swiss Portfolio

Listed In SSE

Portfolio managed by A.R. Suisse Financial
GmbH. A.R. Suisse is registered and
regulated by PolyReg in Switzerland.

Stuttgard Stock Exchange is Europe's largest
exchange for derivative securities and
actively managed certificates.

German Custodian

Transparent & Audited

All subscriptions and redemptions are
handled though Baader Bank AG, the biggest
investment bank in Germany.

We are audited by AAC Revision AG which is
a member of the global network of Baker
Tilly International Ltd.

A WINNING STRATEGY FOR EVERYONE

Artificial Intelligence

We employ a sophisticated automated trading algorithm designed
to help investors benefit from the power of compound interest.

Strategy
Our system employs a sophisticated automated
trading tool designed to provide a range of investing
solutions that will help investors benefit from the
power of compound interest. An important part
of the system works by implementing trades at a
high frequency, low volume (HFLV). This means
that although there are potentially hundreds of
possibilities for a successful trade over the term
of the investment, only a tiny percentage of the
account is utilized on trades with the highest
probability.--------------------------------------------------------We harness the power of big data, AI and machine
learning. We can effectively use historical performance
data from so many data points that we can now
better predict the future of price fluctuations so
we can trade automatically more effectively.
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ISIN
DE000A3GW617

Custodian
Baader Bank

Investment Manager
AR Suisse Financial

Stock Exchange
Stuttgart Exchange (EUWAX)

ETI Category
Managed Account ETI

Management Fee
0.30%

Currency
EUR

Performance Fee
30% (HWM)

Minimum Subscription
1 Unit (EUR 1’000)

Base Currency
EUR

Underlying Issuer
iMaps ET AG

Offering Type
Public

Administrator
iMaps Capital Markets

Minimum Initial Investment
1 Unit

Our ETIs have daily liquidity with an
auction mechanism: once a day there
is one price in form of an auction on the
Exchange.
Ideally, limit orders (see bid-ask price
on the links above) are entered before
9:30 am CET on business days. Moreover,
we recommend that you enter your
order valid GTC or “end-of-month” and
not only daily. In this case, if you miss
the daily order execution, it will be filled
the next business day.
The daily auction can be anytime between
10 am and 1 pm CET depending on the
order book. If no price has been fixed
at 10 am any incoming order can be
executed till 1 pm on the same day.

As a leading-edge investment
management company, Aiternativ
holds itself to the highest
operational and management
standards. Every aspect of the
company undergoes exhaustive
auditing.

Your Money
In Safe Hands

Rewarding

Safe

Convenient

With returns of 20% average ROI/year since
2016, Aiternativ surpasses the performance
of traditional bank savings accounts.

Fully audited and transparent, Aiternativ is
listed on the Stuttgart Stock Exchange with
ISIN number: DE000A3GW617

Aiternativ’s no lock-in period and a low entry
level investment amount provide clients with
complete flexibility.

CONTACT US

Always Deliver More
Than Expected
Aiternativ Ltd is an Investment Advisor of A.R. Suisse Financial GmbH. A.R. Suisse is
registered and regulated by PolyReg, a self-regulatory body recognized by the Swiss Federal
Authority for the Control of Money Laundering.

Talk

Meet

Write

+35725262172

LIMASSOL, CYPRUS

INFO@AITERNATIV.COM

The ETI was issued under the approved base prospectus for Exchange Traded Instruments in the form
of derivative securities of iMaps ETI AG. The base prospectus and other transaction documents and
information can be downloaded free of charge from imaps-capital.com/etis.
Risk Disclaimer: Investment involves risk. As a general rule, you should only trade in financial products
that you are familiar with and understand the risk associated with them. The risk warning described in
each financial product below is not exhaustive, you should carefully consider your investment experience,
financial situation, investment objective, risk tolerance level and consult your independent financial
adviser as to the suitability of your situation prior making any investment. You must satisfy yourself that
dealing in our products is permitted under the laws of the country that you reside.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. REAL RETURNS.

Aiternativ’s active retail public offering places*:
Austria, Germany, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Ireland, Switzerland, France, Portugal.
Aiternativ’s active professional public offering places*:
Austria, Germany, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Ireland, Switzerland, France, United Kingdom, Norway, Portugal, and Cyprus.
*Approved and notified Prospectus for Retail Public Offering in Germany, Italy, Austria, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Ireland, and Switzerland (if Swiss regulated distributor) and for Public Offering to Professional Investors in the European Union, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Norway, and Iceland.
All our ETIs are eligible for Private Placement by accredited investors in Singapore and Hong Kong.
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